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On Tuesday June 30, 2020 from 09:40 to 17:19, Gmail experienced delays sending and receiving emails, 
and an increase in the number of emails not classified as spam. The impact peaked at 12:15, when 68% 
of email delivery experienced a 5-30 minute delay. We understand that this issue has impacted our 
valued customers and users, and we apologize to those who were affected. 
 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF IMPACT 
Message delivery delayed an average of 3 emails per affected user. G Suite customers accounted for 
11% of the total affected email delays and 6.8% of the affected users. 87% of the delayed emails were 
delivered within 10 minutes, and 91% within 30 minutes. 
 
In addition to delivery delay, approximately 7% of emails were delivered without undergoing spam 
classification. During this time, scans to filter malware and the most egregious spam and harmful content 
remained fully operational. 
 
ROOT CAUSE 
On June 30, Google's email delivery service was targeted in what we believe was an attempt to bypass 
spam classification. The result was delayed message processing and increased message queuing. For 
customers, this manifested as message delivery delays and spam classification for incoming messages 
that were not applied as they normally would have been. 
 
REMEDIATION AND PREVENTION 
Google Engineers were automatically alerted and began investigating the issue. As Gmail engineering 
teams worked to mitigate the issue, Google Abuse engineering teams were also engaged. At 16:23, a 
new configuration was rolled out to address the issue. This change, along with efforts from Google Abuse 
engineering teams fully mitigated the issue at 17:19. Delays as a result of this issue were no longer 
affecting users by 18:21. 
 
To guard against the issue recurring and to reduce the impact of similar events, we are taking the 
following actions: 

● Adjust the classification model to account for malicious actions 
● Investigate the attack signature to determine further preventative actions 
● Improve alerting of the classification service to be more sensitive to message delivery delays. 

 
Google is committed to quickly and continually improving our technology and operations to prevent 
service disruptions. We appreciate your patience and apologize again for any impact to your organization. 
We thank you for your business. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
The G Suite Team 


